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We consider the stochastic heat equations on Lie groups, that is, equations of the
form �tu=2x u+b(u)+F(u) W4 on R+_G, where G is a compact Lie group, 2 is
the Laplace�Beltrami operator on G, b and F are Lipschitz coefficients, and where
W4 is a Gaussian space-correlated noise, which is white-noise in time. We find
necessary and sufficient conditions on the space correlation of W4 such that u is an
L2 or Ho� lder-continuous function in the spatial variable x, using some basic tools
of stochastic analysis and harmonic analysis on the Lie group G. � 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

This article proposes to study the weakest conditions under which a
stochastic parabolic partial differential equation on a compact Lie group
has a unique function-valued solution, and under which this solution is
continuous. We will study the evolution (or mild, or semigroup) form of the
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stochastic P.D.E.; that is, we seek the solution to the stochastic evolution
equation

u(t, x)=|
G

u0( y) Ht(x, y) dy+|
t

0
|

G
b(s, y, u(s, y)) Ht&s(x, y) ds dy

+|
t

0
|

G
Ht&s(x, y) F(s, y, u(s, y)) W(ds, dy). (1)

Here G is a compact Lie group, dy denotes Haar measure on G. Ht(x, y)
is the heat kernel for the Laplace�Beltrami operator 2 on G (see Subsec-
tion 2.3), W is a real-valued centered Gaussian orthogonally scattered
generalized function on R+_G. We assume that it is white-noise in time,
and spatially homogeneous, but it is not required even to be as regular as
an L2-measure in the variable y. In this sense it may be more spatially
irregular than space-time white noise (see Subsection 2.5 for the precise
definition of W ).

Under the assumption that W(s, dy) is a measure in the variable y with
a density with respect to Haar measure, denoted by W� (s, y), if W� is P-a.s.
of class C2 in G and there exists a solution u to (1) that is P-a.s. of class
C2 in G, then it easy to show that it satisfies the following bona fide
stochastic P.D.E.,

u(t, x)=u0(x)+|
t

0
2xu(s, x) ds+|

t

0
F(s, x, u(s, x)) W� (ds, x)

+|
t

0
b(s, y, u(s, y)) ds. (2)

It is in this sense that a solution to equation (1) is a weak form of the
above stochastic P.D.E. This being said, we will discuss the existence of a
strong solution to (2) no further.

Our work fits into the general project of stochastic evolution equations,
which have been studied in an abstract setting in the 1980s (see [5] and
references therein). Recently, several authors ([19] for parabolic equations;
[4, 18] for the wave equation) have taken up giving explicit sufficient con-
ditions under which the evolution form of a stochastic P.D.E. in Euclidean
space admits a function-valued solution. Their results also include explicit
sufficient conditions for spatial Ho� lder-continuity of the solution. The
conditions in the latter two papers are formulated in the case of covariance
functions Q� given by Q� (dx, dy)= f ( |x& y| ) dx dy. The condition for
existence is proved to be sharp in [18].

Another popular approach to weakened forms of stochastic P.D.E.'s is
the so-called weak formulation, in which equation (2) is integrated by parts
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against test functions: [22] (see also the references therein) reports the
existence, depending on the dimension of space, of distribution-valued or
function-valued weak solutions in the case of space-time white-noise (i.e.,
EW(1, dx) W(1, dy)=$(dx, dy)). The weak formulation has seen a recent
regain of interest in the setting of measure-valued solutions, as in [16, 13].
Although in principle, evolution and weak formulations are morally equiv-
alent (as evidenced for example by the fact that the construction of weak
solutions in [22] uses the semigroup techniques of evolution equations),
the techniques employed in [16, 13] show that the weak formulation is not
as well-tailored to telling when a function-valued solution (i.e., a measure
with a density) exists. Note however the very successful treatment of solu-
tions in Sobolev and Ho� lder spaces in [14] by means of an analytic
approach to weak solutions.

Some of our techniques and goals are similar to those followed in [18].
However, we have tried to delve deeper in the understanding of the condi-
tions we impose. We consider all compact Lie groups in order to illustrate
that despite the technical difficulties that non-commutativity entails, the
phenomenon observed in [19, 4, 18] is not specific to Euclidean space. The
use of compact Lie groups actually has two advantages: the lack of any
boundary conditions in space, and the compactness, which implies that
harmonic analysis in G takes the form of Fourier series. In order to make
efficient use of stochastic calculus, we seek L2(G)-valued solutions to (1).
Instead of a condition of the form Q� (dx, dy)= f ( |x& y| ) dx dy, which may
be labelled as isotropy, we use the more general assumption of spatial
homogeneity of W, i.e., that Q� (dx, dy) depends only on the product xy&1.
Since Q� need not be a measure, but merely a generalized bilinear function,
we define a generalized notion of homogeneity. This alone is enough to
exploit the theory of Fourier series. Thanks to necessary and sufficient
conditions for the continuity of homogeneous Gaussian processes, we
establish the sharpness of all the conditions we impose, and interpret them
in terms of almost-sure spatial regularity for W.

We have received some preprints ([20, 12]) which deal with the wave
and heat equation in flat space and uses a general spatially homogeneous
noise, exploiting harmonic analysis on Rd and T d, much like we have done
in non-commutative space, including the consideration of a general (positive
definite) distribution covariance. We have just been made aware of ongoing
work by P. L. Chow [2] regarding the regularity of the stochastic wave
equation, examining general (non-Gaussian) sufficient conditions under
which Ho� lder continuity may be obtained.

This paper is organized as follows. A detailed review of relevant material
from Lie Groups, including harmonic analysis and properties of the heat
kernel H, is given in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to proving existence
and uniqueness of a function-valued solution under a sharp condition on
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the Fourier coefficients of Q. Ho� lder continuity of the solution is estab-
lished in Section 4. In Section 5, we interpret the condition for existence as
the existence of a pathwise spatial ``antiderivative'' of W; the condition for
Ho� lder-continuity is interpreted as the fact that W 's ``antiderivative'' be
almost-surely Ho� lder-continuous. All conditions are proved to be sharp
insofar as they are necessary in the linear additive case (F=1, b=0).

2. PRELIMINARIES ON COMPACT LIE GROUPS

2.1. General Notations

We shall consider here a connected compact Lie group G, that is a group
with a C�-manifold structure, such that the multiplication (resp. the
inverse operation) is a C� function from G_G to G (resp. from G to G).
Let us denote by e the identity element of G as a group. Then the Lie
algebra of G, that is the set of left-invariant vector fields on G, is in one-to-
one correspondence with TeG (the tangent space of G at e), and we shall
denote both of them by G. We set d=dim(G)=dim(G). Recall also that in
the case of compact connected Lie group, the exponential map is defined
on all of G, and is onto from G to G.

For any C �-manifolds M and N, and for any differentiable function
f : M � N, we shall denote by (df )x the differential of f at a point x # M.
For a given g # G, set

Ig : G � G

h [ ghg&1.

Then (dIg)e : G � G is an automorphism of G, called the adjoint representa-
tion of g, and denoted by Ad(g).

A Riemannian structure can be given to G by the definition of a scalar
product ( .; .) on G. In the case of a compact Lie group, this scalar product
can be chosen to be Ad-invariant, which means that for every X, Y # G and
every g # G, we have

(Ad(g)X; Ad(g)Y) =(X; Y).

On the Riemannian manifold obtained, we can construct a unique volume
element, called the Haar measure and denoted by dx, such that the follow-
ing properties are satisfied:

(1) For any f # L1(G, dx) and any g # G,

|
G

f (x) dx=|
G

f (gx) dx=|
G

f (xg) dx=|
G

f (x&1) dx. (3)
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(2) The total volume of G is one, that is,

|
G

1 dx=1.

We shall denote the Haar measure of any Borel subset A of G by |A|.
Moreover, for this specific Riemannian metric, the geodesics are the

one-dimensional subgroups, and the manifold G is complete. Let us call
\: G_G � R+ the metric associated to the scalar product we have just
defined. Then \ satisfies

(1) For any x, y # G,

\(x, y)=\(e, y&1x).

(2) If x=exp(X) for a X # G, then

\(e, x)=|X |G=(X; X) 1�2.

(3) There exist constants c1 and c2 such that for all r�0, the Haar
measure |B\(e, r)| of the \-ball of radius r centered at the identity is
estimated as

c1rd�|B\(e, r)|�c2rd. (4)

In the remainder of the paper, we shall also denote \(e, x) by \(x) and
|.|G by |.| when this is not an ambiguous notation. Let us call DG the
diameter of G, Rc the real part of a complex number c, and Ic its
imaginary part. For a given function ,: G � R, we shall also call ,8 the
function defined on G by

,8 (g)=,(g&1). (5)

2.2. Representation Theory

We only give here a brief survey of this subject. We refer to [8, 10, 21]
for further details. We shall recall first the following fundamental definitions:

Definition 2.1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group.

(1) A unitary representation of G is a strongly continuous homo-
morphism ? from G into the group U(H?) of unitary operators of some
Hilbert space H? .

(2) Two unitary representations ?1 and ?2 of G are called equivalent,
denoted by ?1 &?2 , if there exists an isometry A of H?1

onto H?2
satisfying

A?1(g)=?2(g)A
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for every g # G. The relation & is in fact an equivalence relation.

(3) A unitary representation ? is called irreducible if H? {0 and if
the only invariant closed subspaces of H? by ? are H? and [0].

It is known that the irreducible representations of a compact Lie group
G are finite-dimensional, and that any unitary representation of G is the
direct sum of irreducible representations. The set of all equivalence classes
of irreducible unitary representations of G is denoted by G� and is called the
dual of G. Within this set of equivalence classes, we denote by 1 the class
of constant representation 1: G � R defined by 1(x)=1 for all x # G. We
shall put again ? for the generic representative of an equivalence class
in G� , and set d?=dim(H?), /?(g)=tr(?(g)) for any g # G. The function /?

is called the character of the representation ?. Note that an irreducible
representation ? can be seen as a d?_d?-matrix-valued function defined
on G. The generic element of that matrix will be designated by ?ij . We will
usually omit the words ``irreducible'' an ``unitary'' when referring to a
representation in G� .

Let d?e be the differential of ? at e, so that for X # G, d?e(X) is a d?_d?

square matrix. Let T be a maximal torus of G, denote by T its Lie algebra,
and by T* the dual of T. For the sake of simplicity, the duality relation
between T and T* will be denoted by ( ., .) , just like the scalar product
in T. The image of T by d?e is a commutative set of skew-Hermitian matrices,
and hence, for any ? in G� , there is a set of d? vectors [+ (k)

? : k=1, ..., d?]
on T* such that for some unitary matrix U,

U d?e(V) U&1=i Diag((+ (1)
? ; V), ..., (+ (d?)

? ; V) ),

for all V # T. The vectors (linear forms) +1 , ..., +d? are called the weights of
?. The lattice of all weights for all the representations ? # G� will be denoted
by P. One of the fundamental theorem of representation theory is the
following: there is a region delimited by hyperplanes in T* called the
dominant chamber and denoted by D such that each point of P & D is in
one-to-one correspondance with an element ? # G� . Let us call h? such an
element. Then h? is called the highest weight of ?. It is shown in [10] that
h? is of maximal norm among the weights of ?.

For each element v of the maximal torus T, a more explicit expression
can be given for the character /?(v), for a given representation ? # G� ,

R/?(v)= :
d?

k=1

cos (+ (k)
? ; V). (6)

In particular, the next proposition easily follows.
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Proposition 2.2. For any ? # G� , and any v # G,

d?&R/?(v)�
d? |h? |2

2
\2(v).

Proof. If V # T and v=exp V # T, since 1&cos(u)�u2�2, we get

d?&R/?(v)�
1
2

:
d?

k=1

(+ (k)
? ; V) 2�

d?

2
|h? |2 |V| 2

G=
d?

2
|h? |2 \2(v).

We then get the general result for v # G noticing that v is always the
conjugate of a point of the maximal torus T, since the conjugation is an
isometry on G. K

Notice that in the remainder of the paper, when this does not lead to any
confusion, we shall write /? instead of R/? .

2.3. Harmonic Analysis on Compact Lie Groups

This quick overview is taken mainly from [8]. The main result concern-
ing harmonic analysis on compact Lie groups is given by the following
proposition.

Proposition 2.3. Let G be a compact Lie group. Let L2(G) be the Hilbert
space of all square integrable functions on G against the Haar measure. Let
ZL2(G) be the subspace of L2(G) formed of the central functions, i.e., those
functions f such that f (xy)= f ( yx) for all x, y # G. Then

1. [d1�2
? ?ij ; i, j=1, ..., d? , ? # G� ] is an orthonormal basis for L2(G).

2. The characters [/? : ? # G� ] form an orthonormal basis for ZL2(G).

The functions ?ij and the characters /? are also related to the Laplace
operator on G: let X1 , ..., Xd be an orthonormal basis of G. The Laplacian
on G is given by

2= :
d

i=1

X 2
i . (7)

Note that 2 is a self-adjoint operator on L2(G), and that the expression (7)
is independent of the chosen orthonormal basis. The eigenvalue decomposi-
tion of 2 is as follows:
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Proposition 2.4. There is a fixed vector ! in T such that for any
representation ? in G� , and any i, j # [1, ..., d?], the function ?ij and the
character /? are eigenfunctions of 2, associated with the eigenvalue

*?=(h? ; h?+!) .

The vector ! in this proposition is known as the ``half-sum of the positive
roots of G.'' This proposition shows that for large |h? |, *? is of the order
of |h? |2. The integer k is the ``number of positive roots of G.'' Note that this
asymptotics is relevant since the set [ |h? |]? # G� is unbounded. In fact, it has
no accumulation point other than infinity.

2.4. Heat Kernel on Compact Lie Groups

We shall give here some estimations for the heat kernel H on compact
Lie groups, taken from [3], and show a basic property of H we shall use
all along the remainder of the paper.

Let G be a connected compact Lie group. The heat kernel H on G is
defined as the fundamental solution of the heat equation on G, which
means that for any function f in L2(G) and a given T>0, the solution of
the equation

�t u(t, x)=2u(t, x), (t, x) # [0, T]_G,

with initial condition f, is given by

u(t, x)=Ht f (x)#|
G

Ht(x, y) f ( y) dy.

By left invariance of the Laplacian on G, it easily seen that Ht admits in
fact a convolution kernel, called again Ht , such that Ht # L2(G) and

Ht f (x)=|
G

Ht(xy&1) f ( y) dy.

Moreover, the symmetries of the Laplacian in G imply that for any t>0
and any x, y # G, we have

Ht(x&1)=Ht(x), Ht(xy)=Ht( yx). (8)

Note that the semi-group property of Ht can be written

|
G

Ht(xy&1) Hs( yz&1) dy=Ht+s(xz&1) (9)

for any t, s>0 and x, z # G.
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It is shown in [3] that the following estimates for H hold:

Proposition 2.5. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, and T>0.
Then, for every t # (0, T], x # G and every i # [1, ..., d], we have, for some
constants c1 , ..., c4>0 and d1 , ..., d4>0,

Ht(x)�
c1

td�2 exp \&\2(x)
d1 t +

Ht(x)�
c2

td�2 exp \&\2(x)
d2 t +

�tHt(x)�
c3

td�2+1 exp \&\2(x)
d3 t +

XiHt(x)�
c4

t (d+1)�2 exp \&\2(x)
d4 t + ,

where X1 , ..., Xd is an orthonormal basis of G.

We shall need the following property in the remainder of the paper.

Proposition 2.6. Let V # L2(G), and R # ZL2(G). For a t # (0, T], and
any x, a, b # G, set H x

t ( y)=Ht(xy&1) and

Jt, x(V)=|
G
|

G
H x

t ( y) V( ŷ&1y) H x
t ( ŷ) dy dŷ

Kt, a, b(R)=|
G
|

G
Ht(a&1zy) Ht(b&1y) R(z) dy dz.

Then

Jt, x(V)=|
G

H2t(v) V(v) dv

Kt, a, b(R)=|
G

H2t(va&1b) R(v) dv.

Proof. Use change of variable y&1x=v and ŷ&1x= v̂. Then

Jt, x(V)=|
G
|

G
Ht(v) V(v̂v&1) Ht(v̂) dv dv̂.
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Using equalities (3) and (8), we hence get

|
G

Ht(v) V(v̂v&1) dv=|
G

Ht(v&1) V(v̂v) dv

=|
G

Ht(v) V(v̂v) dv

=|
G

Ht(v̂&1v) V(v) dv.

Since relation (9) holds, we get

Jt, x(V)=|
G

dv V(v) |
G

dv̂ Ht(v̂&1v) Ht(v̂)

=|
G

H2t(v) V(v) dv,

which ends the proof of the first equality. The second is proved using a
similar computation: first use the change of variable z=az$, then use the
fact that R is central, then change the variable again using v=z$a, and
finally use the semigroup property (9). K

2.5. Random Fourier Series in H&p

Throughout this paper, we are going to make heavy use of the Fourier
representation of the Gaussian noise W. The purpose of this section is to
establish this representation, thereby showing that the random Fourier
series we use for W cover a wide class of generalized Gaussian noises, those
which are spatially translation- and inverse-invariant in law.

One may define the Fourier expansion in G for all functions in the space
of tempered distributions S$(G). However, Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 show that
the class of noises W which lead to a function-valued solution to (1) is
included in the class of noises whose spatial covariance is in H&p for some
p�2 (see definition below). We thus only develop the corresponding
harmonic analysis.

The material here is presumably fairly standard, and some of the ideas
presented below are similar to those found in [17]. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we have chosen to give a detailed treatment of this topic, as we
could not find any existing works that clearly contain the results we need.
The proof of this section's main result is in the Appendix.

The matrix elements ?k, l (x) of the irreducible unitary representations
of G, their characters /?(x)=tr ?(x), and the eigenvalues *? of the Laplace
operator, are as defined in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3.
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Definition 2.7. Let p # R+ . Let Hp be the Sobolev space

W p, 2(G)=[ f : Xi1
Xi2 } } } Xik f # L2(G); k=0, ..., p; ij=1, ..., d].

Let H&p be its dual, i.e., the space of all continuous linear functionals
on Hp .

The reader will verify that these spaces can also be defined by their
Fourier series expansion as follows.

Proposition 2.8. Let p # R. A sequence f =( f?, i, j)? # G� ; i, j=1, ..., d? of
complex numbers defines a Fourier series f in G by the formula

f = :
? # G�

:
d?

i, j=1

d1�2
? ?i, j f?, i, j .

Hp is the set of all Fourier series f whose coefficients satisfy

:
G�

:
d?

i, j=1

| f?, i, j |
2 (1+*?) p<�.

A Fourier series Q=(q?, i, j)? # G� ; i, j=1, ..., d? defines a linear functional if the
action of Q on the Fourier series f is given by the formula

Q( f )=:
G�

:
d?

i, j=1

q?, i, j f?, i, j .

H&p is the set of all such linear functionals with coefficients satisfying

:
G�

:
d?

i, j=1

|q?, i, j |
2 (1+*?)&p<�.

Let B(R+) denote the set of Borel sets of R+ . For the remainder of the
paper, we shall consider a complete stochastic basis (0, F, Ft , P).

Definition 2.9. Let p # N. Let H&p be the class of real-valued centered
Gaussian random fields W linearly indexed by Hp ; i.e., H&p is formed of
every centered Gaussian field W whose generalized covariance function
Q� (,, �)=E[W(,) W(�)] is a real-valued symmetric bilinear functional on
Hp such that 0�Q� (,, ,)<� for all , # Hp .

Such a random field is called homogeneous if its distribution is invariant
under shifts, i.e., if W and [W(,(h } )): , # Hp] have the same distribution
for any fixed h # G. It is called inverse-invariant if W has the same distribu-
tion as [W(,(( } )&1)): , # Hp].
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A Gaussian random field indexed by B(R+)_Hp is said to be spatially
H&p and white-noise in time if its covariance has the following tensor-
product form: given any two times s, t # R+ and any two test functions
,, � # Hp ,

E[W(ds, ,) W(dt, �)]=$(ds, dt) Q� (,, �),

where $ is Lebesgue measure concentrated on the diagonal of R+ , [s, t):
s=t], and the spatial covariance Q� is as above. Such a random field is
called spatially homogeneous and�or inverse-invariant if it has those proper-
ties in the space variable.

From now on we assume W to be spatially H&p and white-noise in time
as defined above. The notation �G �t

0 W(ds, dy) a(s, y), used to define equa-
tion (1), is an abusive notation. Indeed it suggests that W is an L2-measure
in both parameters s, ,. This need not be the case: the class of spatial
covariance functions identified in Theorem 3.1 may be larger than M(G).
For example, in the case of the circle goupe S1, the proof of Remark 3.3
in the next section (see the Appendix) shows that the the covariance Q :=
�n - n / satisfies the existence and uniqueness conditions of Theorem 3.1.
However, Q is not a measure, as it can be thought of as a fractional (half)
derivative of the distribution �n /n which is the Dirac mass at the origin.
The proper way to understand Eq. (1) is as

u(t, x)=|
G

u0( y) Ht(x, y) dy+|
t

0
W(ds, Ht&s(x, } ) F(s, } , u(s, } )))

+|
t

0
|

G
b(s, y, u(s, y)) Ht&s(x, y) ds dy. (10)

Indeed, for any , # Hp , s � W([0, s], ,) is a standard scalar Brownian
motion. The stochastic integral on the right-hand side is of Itô type, or
more precisely, is the L2(0)-limit of its Riemann sums; moreover, we can
and will assume that filtration (Ft)t�0 is common to all Brownian motions,
so that one should expect to find a solution that is (Ft)t�0 -adapted.

The assumption of spatial homogeneity of W is made in order to use the
harmonic analysis on H&p . Although we believe that this assumption is
not necessary to solve equation (1), it is the only way we (and others, see
[4, 18�20]) have found to formulate sharp conditions. The same is true for
W's inverse-invariance, which follows from homogeneity in the case of an
Abelian group. Recall from (5) that for any function f on G we denote
f8 :=f b ( } )&1.
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Definition 2.10. For a p�0, consider Q # H&p , and ,, � # Hp .

(1) The convolution of , and � is defined by

, V �(z)=|
G

,(zy) �( y&1) dy.

(2) Q is called positive or of positive type if for all , # Hp

Q(, V (,8 ))�0.

(3) Q is called central if for all ,, � # Hp

Q(, V �)=Q(� V ,).

The following proposition is elementary.

Proposition 2.11. A centered Gaussian field in H&p is homogeneous if
and only if its covariance is given by

Q� (,, �)=Q(, V �8 ) (11)

for some Q # H&p .

Theorem 2.12. Let p�0. Assume W is a real-valued Gaussian field
linearly indexed by Hp with possibly infinite covariance Q� . The following four
conditions are equivalent.

(i) W is a homogeneous and inverse-invariant centered Gaussian field
in H&p .

(ii) Q� is given by (11) and there exists a sequence of non-negative
numbers (q?)? # G� such that

:
? # G�

q2
?(1+*?)&p<�, (12)

and for all , # Hp

Q(,)= :
? # G�

q? |
G

/?(z) ,(z) dz. (13)

(iii) There exists a sequence of non-negative numbers (q?)? # G� such
that (12) holds and a family of standard normal real or complex random
variables (W ?

k, l)
? # G�
k, l=1, ..., d?

such that for all , # Hp , we have the equality in L2(0)

W(,)= :
? # G�

q1�2
? :

d?

k, l=1

W ?
k, l |

G
,(x) ?k, l (x) dx. (14)
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W?
k, l is real-valued iff ?&?� , i.e. iff ? can be chosen real-valued. Moreover

W?
k, l and W ?$

k$, l$ are independent unless k=k$, l=l$ and ?$&? or ?� . When
?$&?� , these variables are conjugate.

(iv) Q� is given by (11) and Q is central and of positive type in H&p .

Proof. See the Appendix. K

We have the immediate

Corollary 2.13. Let p�0. Assume that W is a real-valued Gaussian
random field indexed by B(R+)_Hp that is white-noise in the time variable,
such that W([0, t], ,) is Ft -measurable, with possibly infinite spatial
covariance Q� . The previous proposition holds, if we replace statement (i) and
(iii) by

(i)' W is spatially H&p and white-noise in time, and is spatially
homogeneous and inverse-invariant.

(iii)' There exists a sequence of non-negative numbers (q?)? # G� such
that (12) holds and a family of standard real- or complex-valued Brownian
motions [W ?

k, l (t): t�0]? # G�
k, l=1, ..., d?

such that we have the equality in L2(0)

W( f )= :
? # G�

q1�2
? :

d?

k, l=1
|

R+

W ?
k, l(ds) |

G
f (s, x) ?k, l (x) dx. (15)

for all f : R+_G � R in L2(R+ ; Hp). W ?
k, l (t) is real-valued iff ?&?� , i.e., iff

? can be chosen real-valued. Independence of W ?
k, l (t) and W ?$

k$, l$(t) holds
unless k=k$, l=l$ and ?$&? or ?� ; when ?$&?� , these Brownian motions are
conjugate.

The fact that W is real-valued implies that the purely imaginary terms in
the series (14) or (15) vanish. In fact, we have the following real-valued
equivalent form of (14). Let G� 0 be the subset of all ? in G� such that ?&?� .
Since conjugation is an involution, G� &G� 0 can be partitioned into non-
equivalent couples [?, ?$] such that ?$&?� . Let then G� 1 be a subset
obtained by choosing one element of each couple.

Corollary 2.14. Let , # Hp .

W(,)= :
? # G� &G� 0

q1�2
? :

d?

k, l=1
|

G
,(x)(U ?

k, lR?k, l (x)+V ?
k, lI?k, l(x)) dx

+ :
? # G� 0

q1�2
? :

d?

k, l=1

W ?
k, l |

G
,(x) ?k, l (x) dx
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for some fixed families [U?
k, l]

? # G� &G� 0
k, l=1, ..., d?

, [V?
k, l]

? # G� &G� 0
k, l=1, ..., d?

, and [W ?
k, l]

? # G� 0
k, l=1, ..., d?

,
of real-valued centered Gaussian variables with variances equal to 1�2, 1�2,
and 1, respectively. W ?

k, l and W ?$
k$, l$ are independent unless the indices are

equal. U ?
k, l and V ?$

k$, l$ are always independent. U ?
k, l and U ?$

k$, l$ are independent
unless k=k$, l=l$ and ?$&? or ?� , in which case they are equal. V ?

k, l and
V?$

k$, l$ are independent unless k=k$, l=l$ and ?$&? or ?� , in which case they
are opposite. A similar real expansion can be given instead of (15).

3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS

We assume that W, defined on B(R+)_Hp , is spatially-H&p , white-
noise in time, and is spatially homogeneous and inverse-invariant. The last
result shows we can assume that W is in the Fourier series form (15). We
first prove existence and uniqueness of the solution to (1) (or rather (10))
in the case of linear additive noise, in which a complete characterization of
the admissible W 's is obtained. The general case requires an additional
assumption on W of a technical nature, which does not appear to be
necessary. In fact the result we present for general noise is included in the
general theory of [5]; we only present enough details to show what the
condition on the covariance of the cylindrical Brownian motion in [5]
translates to in our setting.

3.1. Additive Noise

Theorem 3.1. Let W be spatially-H&p , white-noise in time, and spatially
homogeneous and inverse invariant. Let Q=�? # G� q?/? be its spatial
covariance, as in (11). The following three conditions are equivalent.

(a) Let

:
? # G�

q?d?

1+*?
<�. (16)

(b) Let F#1 and b#0. For any bounded function u0 in G, for any
T>0, there is a unique adapted solution u to Eq. (10) in [0, T]_G satisfying

sup
x # G, t�T

E |u(t, x)|2<�. (17)

(c) For all T>0,

|
T

0
Q(Ht) dt<�. (18)
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Proof. Since F#1 and b#0, the solution to (10) is given explicitly by
the right-hand side of (10), in which u is absent. So we only need to prove
that (a) and (c) are equivalent to (b) with

u(t, x)=| Ht( y&1x) u0( y) dy+|
t

0
W(ds, Ht&s(x, } )).

With bounded u0 , since Ht(x, } ) dy is a probability measure for any x, t,
the supremum in t, x of the first term in u, which is non-random, is always
finite regardless of Q. Recall that we denote by H x

s the function Hs(x, } ) for
x # G, t>0, and that He=H. Using the representation (15), the isometry
property of Brownian motion, as well as the identities of Subsection 2.4
(including Proposition 2.6) and the fact that /? is central, we calculate

E _}|
t

0
W(ds, H x

t&s) }
2

&
=|

t

0
Q(H x

t&s V H8 x
t&s) ds

= :
? # G�

q? |
t

0 \|G
|

G
/?( yz&1) Ht&s(x&1y) Ht&s(z&1x) dy dz+ ds

= :
? # G�

q? |
t

0
|

G
/?(v) H2(t&s)(v) dv ds

=|
t

0
Q(H2s) ds. (19)

This shows that supx # G, t�T E |u(t, x)|2 is finite if and only if �T
0 Q(Ht( } )) dt

is finite, so (b) � (c).
To finish the proof, we use the fact that, by definition, the linear operator

, � �G Ht(v&1x) ,(v) dv can be written as es2,, so that since /? is an eigen-
function of 2 with eigenvalue &*? , we get

|
G

Ht(v&1x) /?(v) dv=/?(x) exp(&t*?).

Therefore

|
T

0
Q(Ht) dt= :

? # G�

q?/?(e) |
T

0
exp(&t*?) dt

=q1d1T+ :
? # G� "[1]

q? d?
1

*?
(1&exp(&T*?)). (20)
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Since &2 is a positive operator and has a spectral gap, the set of values
(*?)?{1 has a strictly positive lower bound, so that the above series
converges if and only if �? # G� q? d?�(1+*?) converges. K

Corollary 3.2. The three conditions in Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to

(d) Let F#1 and b#0. For any function u0 # L2(G), for any T>0,
there is a unique solution u to equation (10) in [0, T]_G satisfying

sup
t�T

E &u(t)&2
L2(G)<�.

Proof. We only need to show (d) � (c), which is established by the
immediate calculation (see proof of Theorem 3.1)

E |
G }|

t

0
W(ds, H x

t&s)}
2

dx=|
G _|

t

0
Q(H x

t&s V H8 x
t&s) ds& dx

=|
G \|

t

0
Q(H2s) ds+ dx=|

t

0
Q(H2s) ds. K

We now record some remarks and examples regarding the equivalent
conditions of Theorem 3.1. Proofs may be found in the appendix. Denote
by H the set of all formal series Q=�? # G� q?/? such that �? # G� q? d?�
(1+*?) converges. Denote by M(G) the set of all finite signed measures
on G.

Remark 3.3. Arguably the most important and�or basic example of a
Lie group is the circle S1. In this case, not only is H not included in
M(S1), it is not even included in H&1 . However, it is included in H&2 . In
fact, no matter what G is, H/H&2 .

Remark 3.4. Nevertheless, the case of S 1 is somewhat exotic, since it is
possible to show that for many NON-commutative compact Lie groups,
and for all the tori (S 1)d, d�2, H is included in M(G).

Remark 3.5. Generally speaking, the regularity of H is determined by
the relationship between *? , which is of order |h? |2, and d? , which, accord-
ing to the Weyl dimension formula (see appendix) is a polynomial of
degree k in h? , and should therefore be expected to be of order |h? | k. The
higher the value of k, the more regular the elements in H are required to
be. Modest values of k already command relatively strict regularity, since
it can be shown that if k�2, any Q in H will be a function in L2(G).
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3.2. General Case

To show that Eq. (10) has a unique solution under condition (16) in the
general nonlinear case, we need to make the additional assumption that Q
is a non-negative measure. We hope to be able to weaken, or even remove,
this condition, although none of the work to date [4, 18�20] shows any
evidence that this may be done in a general setting even in flat space.

Although Q is a measure and W(ds, } ) is an L2(0)-measure, we continue
to use the notation Q( f ) and W(ds, f ) for the integrals � f dQ and
� f (x) W(ds, dx).

Theorem 3.6. Let W be spatially-H&p , white-noise in time, and spatially
homogeneous and inverse invariant, with covariance Q=�? # G� q?/? . Assume
condition (a). Assume moreover that Q is a non-negative measure. Let
F(s, y, r) and b(s, y, r) be Ft -adapted functions that are globally Lipschitz in
r uniformly in the other variables (including the random one). Assume that u0

is a random field on G, independent of W, and with E � dx |u0(x)|2<�.
Then there is a unique Ft-adapted random field u on R+ _G satisfying equa-
tion (10) and which is bounded on compacts as a function from R+ to
L2(G_0), and there is a constant A such that for all T

sup
t�T

|
G

E |u(t, x)|2 dx�AeATE &u0 &2
L2 (G) .

Proof. The proof follows the standard use of the Banach fixed point
theorem, as in [5]. We outline the proof to show where condition (a)
comes in. Using the isometry property of Brownian motion, the definition
of Q, the properties of the heat kernel and the Ho� lder's and Jensen's
inequalities for the positive measure Q, we obtain that, defining the map
LT by

LT (_)(t, x)=|
t

0
W(ds, F(s, } , _s( } )) Ht&s(x, } ))

+|
t

0
ds |

G
b(s, y, _s( y)) Ht&s(x, y) dy

for all adapted random fields _ on R+ _G, LT is a Lipschitz map in the
Banach space XT defined by its norm

&_&2
XT

=sup
s�T

E &_s &2
L2(G) .

with Lipschitz constant c(�T
0 ds Q(H2s)+T 2)1�2. To show that for T small

enough, LT is a contraction, we only need to prove that �T
0 ds Q(H2s)
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converges to 0 as T goes to 0. This follows from condition (c), which is
equivalent to assumption (a). The fixed point theorem then guarantees the
existence of a unique solution to Eq. (10) for all t�T as soon as we remark
that this equation can be written as u=LT (u)+U0 where U0(t, x)=
� Ht(x, y) u0( y) dy, and that it is immediate to check that U0 # XT . The
construction of the fixed point solution shows that it is adapted, and that
the estimate of the theorem is satisfied. In order to obtain a solution
defined for all t�0, the usual piecing procedure applies, and yields a
unique adapted solution. K

Corollary 3.7. If Q is a non-negative measure, then condition (c) is
equivalent to:

(e) Q(h)<�, where for d�3, h(x)=\&d+2(x), and for d=2,
h(x)=log \&1(x).

Consequently, Theorem 3.6 remains true if condition (a) is replaced by
condition (e).

Proof. Set

J#|
T

0
Q(Ht) dt=Q \|

T

0
Ht dt+ .

Here, Fubini's theorem is justified by Q's _-finiteness. For any u # G, >0,
we have, by Proposition 2.5,

Ht(x)�c1 t&d�2 exp \&
\2(x)
d1 t +

for some constant c1 , d1>0. Hence, for u # G and a constant K1>0,

|
T

0
Ht(u) dt�c1 |

T

0
t&d�2 exp \&

\2(x)
d1t + dt�K1h(u), (21)

where h is defined in condition (e). Thus J�K1Q(h). The upper bounds of
Proposition 2.5 allow to reverse the inequalities in (21), so we also get
J�K2Q(h) for a constant K2>0, which ends the proof. K

This last result shows that our conditions coincide with the conditions
given in [4, 18] (resp. [19, 20]) for existence and uniqueness of the
stochastic wave solution in compact flat space for d=2 (resp. for the
stochastic heat and wave equation in Rd ).
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Theorem 3.8. Theorem 3.6 and its corollary remain true if we replace
the L2(G)-norm by the Lq(G)-norm for any q>1, and we assume that
E[&u0&q

Lq (G)] is finite. Assuming that u0 is a bounded function on G, we also
have

sup
t�T, x # G

E[|u(t, x)|q]<�.

Proof. We use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, and
make use of Burkholder's inequality and the Jensen inequality for Q. K

4. HO� LDER CONTINUITY

We still assume here that W has the form given by (15). In this section,
we state some general sufficient assumptions on the correlation Q under
which the solution u to equation (10) is almost surely Ho� lder-continuous;
the continuity exponent depends on the regularity of Q. In Section 5, we
will interpret these assumptions, and show that, in the case of additive
noise, they are necessary.

Theorem 4.1. Let W be spatially H&p , white noise in time, and spatially
homogeneous and inverse invariant. Assume W 's covariance function Q=
�? # G� q?/? is a non-negative measure. Let T>0 and F, b: [0, T]_G_R �
R two Lipschitz functions in the last variable, uniformly in the other ones.
Suppose that for an =>0, Q satisfies

(f ) For any # # (0, =),

:
? # G�

q?d?

(1+*?)1&#<�.

Assume also that u0 is #-Ho� lder continuous on G for any #<=. Then there
exists a version of the solution u=[u(t, x); (t, x) # [0, T]_G] to (10) which
is (#�2, #)-Ho� lder continuous on [0, T]_G, for any exponent # # (0, =).

Proof. We shall use the Kolmogorov criterion. We shall show that for
any p>2, and any (t1 , x1), (t2 , x2) # [0, T]_G, we have, for a constant
cp>0, and for all #<=

E[|u(t1 , x1)&u(t2 , x2)| p]�cp( |t2&t1 | p#�2+\ p#(x2 , x1)).

Then, since G is locally diffeomorphic to Rd, the Kolmogorov criterion
(e.g., [11, Problem 2.2.9]) would imply that u has a version which is (:, ;)-
Ho� lder continuous in (t, x) for all :<( p#�2&(d+1))�p and for all ;<
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( p#&(d+1))�p. Since p is arbitrarily large and # is arbitrarily close to =,
the conclusion of the theorem would follow.

In the remainder of the proof, we shall denote all constants by c,
although they may change from line to line. For any (t, x) # [0, T]_G,
F(t, x, u(t, x)) will be denoted by _t(x), b(t, x, u(t, x)) by ;t(x), and the
function Ht(x, .) by H x

t , like in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since Q is a
measure, the notation Q( f ) means again � f dQ, and likewise for W(ds, f ).
We shall divide the proof into several steps.

Step 1. For 0�t1<t2�T and x # G, let us study the quantity
u(t2 , x)&u(t1 , x). We have

u(t2 , x)&u(t1 , x)= :
5

i=1

Ji

with

J1=|
G

u0( y)[H x
t1
( y)&H x

t2
( y)] dy

J2=|
t2

t1

W(ds, H x
t2&s_s)

J3=|
t1

0
W(ds, [H x

t2&s&H x
t1&s] _s)

J4=|
t2

t1
|

G
H x

t2&s( y) ;s( y) ds dy

J5=|
t1

0
[H x

t2&s( y)&H x
t1&s( y)] ;s( y) ds dy.

Then, for every p>2,

E[ |u(t1 , x)&u(t2 , x)| p]�c \ |J1 | p+ :
5

i=2

E[|Ji |
p]+ .

Step 2. On a probability space (0� , F� , P� ), let us consider the left-
invariant Brownian motion p starting at x # G, that is the solution to the
Stratonovich differential equation

dpt= :
d

i=1

X i ( pt) b dB� i
t
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with initial condition p0=x, where B� is a Rd-valued Brownian motion and
X1 , ..., Xd an orthonormal basis of G. Denote by E� the expectation on
(0� , F� , P� ). Then it is well known that for any t�0,

|
G

H x
t ( y) u0( y) dy=E� [u0( pt)],

and since u0 is #-Ho� lder continuous for any #<=, we have for any $<1�2,

J1�cE� [\#( pt1
, pt2

)]�c |t2&t1 | #$,

where we have used some classical estimates on the modulus of continuity
of the left invariant Brownian motion. Since #$ is arbitrarily close to =�2,
we get |J1 | p�c |t2&t1 | #p�2 for any #<=.

Step 3. Suppose F#1. Using Burkholder's inequality for our noise
W (see [22]), we have

E[ |J2 | p]�c \|
t2

t1

Q(H x
t2&s V H8 x

t2&s) ds+
p�2

.

Just like in the series of equalities (19) and (20), we get, for all #<=,

|
t2

t1

Q(H x
t2&s V H8 x

t2&s) ds=|
t2

t1

Q(H2(t2&s)) ds

= :
? # G�

q?d? |
t2

t1

exp(&2*?(t2&s)) ds

�c :
? # G�

q?d?

1+*?
[1&exp(&2*?(t2&t1))]

�c |t2&t1 | # :
? # G�

q?d?

(1+*?)1&= ,#(*?(t2&t1)),

where ,# : R � R is defined by ,#(r)=r&#(1&exp(&r)) for any # # (0, =).
Since ,# is a bounded function on R, for #<=,

|
t2

t1

Q(H x
t2&s V H8 x

t2&s) ds�c &,# &� :
? # G�

q?d?

(1+*?)# |t2&t1 | #�c |t2&t1 | #.

Therefore,

E[ |J2 | p]�c |t2&t1 | #p�2.
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Step 4. Suppose now F satisfies our general assumptions, and let us
show that this case can be reduced easily to the case F#1. By Burkholder's
inequalities,

E[ |J2 | p]�cE _}|
t2

t1

Q((H x
t2&s_s) V (H8 x

t2&s_� s)) ds }
p�2

& .

Note that, for any y # G,

[(H x
t2&s_s) V (H8 x

t1&s_� s)]( y)

=|
G

Ht2&s(x, yz) _s( yz) Ht2&s(x, z) _s(z) dz

=|
G

[H x
t2&s b Rz]( y)[_s b Rz]( y) H x

t2&s(z) _s(z) dz,

where Rz denotes the right translation by z. Let us write then

(H x
t2&s_s) V (H8 x

t1&s_� s)=|
G

[H x
t2&s b Rz][_s b Rz] H x

t2&s(z) _s(z) dz,

and note that by Fubini's theorem,

E[ |J2 | p]�cE _}|
t2

t1
|

G
Q([_s b Rz][H x

t2&s b Rz] H x
t2&s(z) _s(z)) dz ds }

p�2

& .

Then Ho� lder's inequality for q= p�2, q$= p�p&2 gives

E[|J2 | p]�c }|
t2

t1
|

G
Q([H x

t2&s b Rz] H x
t2&s(z)) dz ds }

( p&2)�2

_E _|
t2

t1
|

G
Q( |[_s b Rz] _s(z)| p�2 [H x

t2&s b Rz] H x
t2&s(z)) dz ds&

=c }|
t2

t1
|

G
Q([H x

t2&s b Rz] H x
t2&s(z)) dz ds }

( p&2)�2

_|
t2

t1
|

G
Q(E[|[_s b Rz] _s(z)| p�2][H x

t2&s b Rz] H x
t2&s(z)) dz ds.
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As stated in Theorem 3.6, sup[E[|_s(x)| p]; (s, x) # [0, T]_G] is finite.
Therefore,

E[|J2 | p]�c }|
t2

t1
|

G
Q([H x

t2&s b Rz] H x
t2&s(z)) dz ds }

p�2

=c \|
t2

t1

Q(H x
t2&s V H8 x

t1&s) ds+
p�2

,

which is the quantity studied in Step 3.

Step 5. Let us give an estimate for E[|J3 | p]. Using the same trick as
in Step 4, we can suppose F#1. Thus,

E[ |J3 | p]�c }|
t1

0
Q((H x

t2&s&H x
t1&s) V (H8 x

t2&s&H8 x
t1&s)) ds }

p�2

.

But

|
t1

0
Q((H x

t2&s&H x
t1&s) V (H8 x

t2&s&H8 x
t1&s)) ds

=|
t1

0
Q(H2(t2&s)+H2(t1&s)&2Ht1+t2&2s) ds

= :
? # G�

q? d? |
t1

0
ds [exp(&2*?(t2&s))+exp(&2*?(t1&s))

&2 exp(&2*?(t1+t2&2s))]

=0+
1
2

:
? # G� &[1]

q?d?

*?
[1&exp(&*?(t2&t1))]2 [1&exp(&2*?t1)]

�c &,#�2&2
� :

? # G�

q?d?

(1+*?)1&# |t2&t1 | #

�c |t2&t1 | #,

where ,# has been defined in Step 3. Hence

E[ |J3 | p]�c |t2&t1 | #p�2.

Step 6. In order to give an estimate for E[|J4 | p], let us first use
Jensen's inequality for the finite measure Ht(u) dt du,

E[|J4 | p]�|t2&t1 | p&1 |
t2

t1
|

G
Ht2&s(xy&1) E[ |;s | p] dy ds,
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and since sup[E[|;s(x)| p]; (s, x) # [0, T]_G] is finite,

E[ |J4 | p]�c |t2&t1 | p&1 |
t2

t1
|

G
Ht2&s( y) dy ds=c |t2&t1 | p&1.

Using again Ho� lder's inequality, the computation of E[|J5 | p] can be
reduced to the case ;#1, for which

E[|J5 | p]�\|
t1

0
|

G
|Ht2&s(xy&1)&Ht1&s(xy&1)| dy ds+

p

=\|
t1

0
|

G
|Ht2&t1+r( y)&Hr( y)| dy dr+

p

.

But for z # G&[e],

|
t1

0
|Ht2&t1+r(z)&Hr(z)| dr�\|

t1

0
|Ht2&t1+r(z)&Hr(z)| dr+

#

_\|
t1

0
(Ht2&t1+r(z)+Hr(z)) dr+

1&#

.

Using the results of Proposition 2.5, we get

|
t1

0
(Ht2&t1+r(z)+Hr(z)) dr�c |

t1

0
rd�2 exp \&

\2(z)
cr + dr�c(\(z))&(d&2),

and

|
t1

0
|Ht2&t1+r(z)&Hr(z)| dr�|

t1

0
|

t2&t1+r

r } �Hs

�s
(z) } ds dr

�|
t1

0
(t2&t1) } �Hs

�s
(z) } ds

�c(t2&t1) |
t1

0
s&(d�2+1) exp \&

\2(z)
cs + ds

�c(t2&t1)(\(z))&d.

Thus

|
t1

0
|Ht2&t1+r(z)&Hr(z)| dr�c(t2&t1)# (\(z))&(d&2(1&#)).
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The function \&q being integrable on G for q<d, we get for any #<1

E[ |J5 | p]�c |t2&t1 | #p.

Step 7. For a t # [0, T] and x1 , x2 # G, let us give now some
estimates for u(t, x2)&u(t, x1). We shall write again

u(t, x2)&u(t, x1)= :
3

i=1

K i

with

K1=|
G

[H x2
t ( y)&H x1

t ( y)] u0( y) dy

K2=|
t

0
W(ds, [H x2

t&s&H x1
t&s] _s)

K3=|
t

0
|

G
[H x2

t&s( y)&H x1
t&s( y)] ;s( y) dy ds,

and for every p>2,

E[ |u(t, x1)&u(t, x1)| p]�c \ |K1 | p+ :
3

i=2

E[|Ki |
p]+ .

Moreover, using again the probabilistic representation of Ht(u0) as in
Step 2, it is easily seen that if u0 is #-Ho� lder for any #<=, then also for
any #<=

|K1 | p�c[\(x1 , x2)]#p.

Step 8. We can assume F#1 for the estimation of E[|K2 | p], using
the same kind of computations as in Step 4. In that case,

E[ |K2 | p]�c \|
t

0
Q((H x2

s &H x1
s ) V (H8 x2

s &H8 x1
s )) ds+

p�2

. (22)

By relations (19), we have

|
t

0
Q(H x2

s V H8 x2
s ) ds=|

t

0
Q(H x1

s V H8 x1
s ) ds=|

t

0
Q(H2s) ds.
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Moreover, using the second part of Proposition 2.6, for s # [0, T],

|
G

/?(z)[H x2
s V H8 x1

s ](z) dz=|
G

/?(z) H2s(zx&1
2 x1) dz

=exp(&2s*?) /?(x&1
1 x2),

where we use the fact that /? is an eigenvector of 2 associated to the eigen-
value &*? . Hence, since Q=�? # G� q?/? , for any s # [0, T],

|
t

0
Q((H x2

s &H x1
s ) V (H8 x2

s &H8 x1
s )) ds

=|
t

0
[Q(H2s&H x 1

&1x2
2s

)+Q(H2s&H x 2
&1x1

2s
)] ds

=2 {0+
1
2

:
?{1

q?

*?
(1&exp(&2t*?))(d?&/?(x&1

2 x1))=
�c :

? # G�

q?

1+*?
(1&exp(&2t*?))(d?&/?(x&1

2 x1)).

Notice that, using Proposition 2.2 and 2.4, we have

d?&/?(v)�cd?h2
?[\(v)]2�cd?*?[\(v)]2,

and moreover, d?&/?(v)�d? . We thus get, for all # # (0, 1),

d?&/?(v)�cd?*#
?[\(v)]2#

and

|
t

0
Q((H x2

s &H x1
s ) V (H8 x2

s &H8 x1
s )) ds

�c[\(x&1
2 x1)]2# :

?{1

q?d?

*?
*#

?

�c[\(x1 ; x2)]2# :
? # G�

q?d?

(1+*?)1&#�c[\(x1 ; x2)]2#

since [*? : ?{1] is bounded away from zero. Plugging into (22), this yields

E[ |K2 | p]�c[\(x1 , x2)]#p.
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Step 9. The computation of E[ |K3 | p] can be reduced by Ho� lder's
inequality, as in Step 6, to the case b#1, and hence

E[|K3 | p]�c \|
t

0
|

G
|Ht&s(x2 , y)&Ht&s(x1 , y)| dy+

p

=c \|
t

0
|

G
|Hs( yx)&Hs( y)| dy+

p

,

where we have set x=x&1
1 x2 . Let # be a geodesic joining e and x, deter-

mined by the unit vector X # G, of length \(x). Then

|
G

|Hs( yx)&Hs( y)| dy�|
G
|

\(x)

0
|XHs( y#(r))| dr dy

=|
\(x)

0
|

G
|XHs( y#(r))| dy dr

=\(x) |
G

|XHs( y)| dy,

and by Proposition 2.5,

|
t

0
|

G
|Hs( yx)&Hs( y)| dy ds�c\(x) |

t

0
|

G
|XHs( y)| dy ds

�c\(x) |
G
|

t

0
s&(d+1)�2 exp \\( y)2

cs + ds dy

�c\(x) |
G

[\( y)]&(d&1) dy

�c\(x),

which gives

E[ |K3 | p]�c[\(x)] p. K

Corollary 4.2. The previous theorem holds in the case F#1, b#0,
even if Q is not a measure.

Proof. Parts (3), (5), and (8) of the previous proof do not need the
assumption that Q is a measure because Holder's, Jensen's, and Fubini's
theorems on Q are not invoked there if F#1, b#0.
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5. INTERPRETATION OF THE EXISTENCE AND
CONTINUITY CONDITIONS

5.1. The Results

We first note that, for any function f =�? # G� �d?
i, j=1 f?, i, j?i, j in H&p ,

the operator (I&2)&1�2 applied to f can be written as

(I&2)&1�2 f = :
? # G�

:
d?

i, j=1

f?, i, j (1+*?)&1�2 ?i, j .

Proposition 5.1. Let W be given by (15). The equivalent conditions
(a)�(e) for existence and uniqueness of an adapted solution to (10) are equiv-
alent to requiring that the Gaussian field Y=(I&2)&1�2 W be function-valued,
i.e., that

Y(t, x)= :
? # G�

- q? (1+*?)&1�2 :
d?

i, j=1

?i, j (x) W ?
k, l (t)

is an a.s. finite random variable.

Proof. Since Y(t, x) is a centered Gaussian random variable, it will
exist if and only if its variance is finite. This variance calculates out to be
t �? # G� q?d?(1+*?)&1, and the finiteness of this is exactly condition (a).

K

This proposition shows that the conditions for existence and uniqueness
can be expressed intrinsically as a spatial regularity condition on W, and
more specifically, as the existence of a functional ``antiderivative'' Y for W.

We now turn to a characterization of condition (f ) for Ho� lder-con-
tinuity, which is also expressed intrinsically in terms of Y. Referring to
Subsection 2.2, for any ? # G� , we let [+1

? , ..., +d?
? ] be the set of all d? weights

of ?, which are vectors in the dual of the maximal torus algebra T*, and
we let h? be the maximal one. For any real numbers K, '>0, let us call
G� K, ' the set of irreducible representations ? such that K�|h? |�(1+')K.

Theorem 5.2. Let W be given by (15). Condition (f ) for (#�2, #)-Ho� lder-
continuity of the solution to (10) for any #<=, implies that the Gaussian field
Y=(I&2)&1�2 W is almost-surely #-Ho� lder-continuous in the space variable
for all #<=.

The converse also is true, i.e., (f ) follows from the a.s. #-Ho� lder continuity
of Y for all #<=, assuming the following structural hypotheses on the group G:
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[G] There is an integer K0 and constants c1 , ! # (0, 1) such that for
any ? # G� satisfying |h? |�K0 ,

Card[k: k=1, ..., d? ; |+k
? |>! |h? |]�c1d? .

[H] Let [h(n)]�
n=0 be a numbering of [h?]? # G� in order of increasing

|h? |. Then [ |h(n+1)|�|h(n)|]�
n=1 is bounded.

We shall verify in the Appendix that conditions [G] and [H] are
satisfied for the classical compact and connected Lie groups:

Proposition 5.3. Hypotheses [G] and [H] are satisfied for the follow-
ing Lie groups: (S1)d, SU(n), and SO(n) for d, n�1.

In order to prove Theorem 5.2, we shall use the following technical
assumption implied by condition [G].

Proposition 5.4. Under condition [G], the following condition [G� ] holds:

[G� ] There are integers m, K0 and constants c1 , c2 , a # (0, 1), '>0
such that

(1) (1+')�c2<?�2.

(2) For any K>K0 , there are m weights &1
K , ..., &m

K belonging to the
representations in G� K, ' satisfying |& i

K |�c2K, for i=1, ..., m.

(3) For any ? # G� K, ' ,

Card[k: k=1, ..., d? ; _1�i�m s.t. |(+k
? ; & i

K) |>a |& i
K |2]�c1d? .

The proof of the last proposition is also left to the Appendix.
The following theorem shows that Condition (f ) is optimal.

Theorem 5.5. Under Hypotheses [G] and [H], Condition (f ) is equivalent
to:

(g ) Let F#1 and b#0. If u0 is #-Ho� lder-continuous in G for all #<=,
the unique adapted solution u to Eq. (10) in R+_G is a.s. #-Ho� lder-con-
tinuous in the space variable for all #<=.

Proof. That (f ) is sufficient for ( g), even without Hypothesis [G] or
[H], is the result of Theorem 4.1. When F#1 and b#0, the solution to
(10) is given explicitly as the sum of a deterministic Ho� lder-continuous
function and of the random field

U(t, x)=|
t

0
W(ds, Ht&s(x, } )).
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This random field is Gaussian, since W is Gaussian and H is deterministic.
We can calculate its covariance just as we calculated the variances in (19)
and (20), or in the proof of Theorem 4.1:

E[U(t, x) U(s, z)]=q1(s 7 t)+ :
?{1

q?

2*?
[e&|t&s| *?&e&(t+s) *? ] /?(xz&1).

This proves that, in the space variable, U is an inverse-invariant homo-
geneous Gaussian field on G. Thus the same is true for [U(1, x): x # G]. If
U is a.s #-Ho� lder-continuous in x, then so is U(1, } ). Let R=�? # G� r?/? be
the homogeneous covariance function of U(1, } ). The ``converse'' portion of
Theorem 5.2 asserts that condition (f ) holds for the coefficients of the
covariance function of (1&2)1�2 U(1, } ); as pointed out in the proof of
Theorem 5.2, this is equivalent to condition (23), i.e., we must have for all
#<=, �? # G� r?d?(1+*?)#<�. The covariance of U yields that

r?=
q?

2*?
[1&exp(&2*?)]; r1=q1 .

Since the infemum of all eigenvalues *? for ?{1 is a value c>0, we get

�> :
? # G� &[1]

q?d?

2*?
[1&exp(&2*?)](1+*?)#

�(1&exp(&2c)) :
?{1

q?d?

(1+*?)1&# ,

which finishes the proof. K

5.2. Proof of Theorem 5.2

In order to illustrate the difference between the proof of (f ) O ``Y
Ho� lder'' and the proof of ``Y Ho� lder'' O (f ), we will use a straightforward
application of the Kolmogorov lemma to show the first implication, while
for the second one, we will need to use specifically Gaussian tools for
characterizing the boundedness and continuity of a Gaussian field (see
[1]). It should be noted that such tools can also be used to show the first
implication; however, doing so would arguably be an overkill.

Proof of (f ) O ``Y Ho� lder.'' For the homogeneous spatial covariance
R=�? # G� r?/? of the process Y=(I&2)&1�2 W, condition (f ) translates
into that for all #<=

K := :
? # G�

r?d?(1+*?)#<�. (23)
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We calculate

E[(Y(t, x)&Y(t, y))2]=2t(R(e)&R(xy&1))

=2t :
? # G�

r?(d?&/?(xy&1)).

Using Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, and the fact that 0�d?&/?(z)�2d? ,

:
? # G�

r?(d?&/?(xy&1))�c :
? # G�

r?[d?*?\2(x, y)]# [d?]1&#

�c :
? # G�

r?d?(1+*?)# [\(x, y)]2#.

This implies that for any integer p�2, there is a constant C depending on
c, K, p such that

E[ |Y(t, x)&Y(t, y)| p]=cpE(Y(t, x)&Y(t, y))2

�Ct p�2\(x, y)2p#�2,

which, by Kolmogorov's lemma, implies that Y has a version which is
spatially a.s.-Ho� lder continuous with any exponent #$<( p#&d )�p. Since #
can be arbitrarily close to =, so can #$.

5.2.2. Using Characterizations for Boundedness and Continuity of Gaussian
Processes. As a tool to prove ``Y Ho� lder'' O (f ), we use the intermediate
step provided by the following general proposition. Only the direct implica-
tion part of this proposition is needed for our purposes.

Proposition 5.6. Let [Y(x): x # G] be a homogeneous Gaussian process
indexed by a compact Lie group G. The metric on G is denoted by \. The
canonical metric of Y is the pseudo-metric defined by

$(x, y)=E1�2[(Y(x)&Y( y))2].

Then Y is almost-surely #-Ho� lder-continuous for all #<= if and only if

\#<=, _:0>0 : \x # G, \(x, e)<:0 O $(x, e)�\(x, e)#. (24)

Proof. (i) Proof that ``Y Ho� lder'' O (24).
Let C% (G) be the space of %-Ho� lder continuous functions on G. For any

% # (0, 1), :�DG , and any function f defined on G, set

A:( f )= sup
\(x, y)�:

| f (x)& f ( y)|, N% ( f )= sup
:�DG

A:( f )
:% ,
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where DG designates the diameter of G. Then, following Fernique's nota-
tions [7, Definition 1.2.1], N% is a gauge on C% (G). For any 0<%<=, we
have supposed that P(Y # C% (G))=1. Then, using a lemma of Fernique
[7, Lemma 1.2.3], we have E[N% (Y)]�c% , and hence E[A:(Y)]�c% :%

for any :�DG . Take now 0<#<%<=. Then

E[A:(Y)]�(c%:%&#) :#,

and choosing : small enough, we get

E[A:(Y)]�:#. (25)

Now assume that (24) is not satisfied. Therefore, there exists a #0<= and
there exists a sequence [xn]n in G that converges to e, such that

$(xn , e)>\(xn , e)#0.

Suppose moreover that x # S with S=[x # G; \(e, x)�:]. Let ;n :=$(xn , e).
In particular, ;n>0, and \(xn , e)<;1�#0

n , so that xn is in the set [x # S;
\(x, e)<;1�#0

n ]. Since Y(xn)&Y(e) is a centered Gaussian variable with
standard deviation ;n , we have the exact formula E |Y(xn)&Y(e)|=c;n

where the universal constant c=(?�2)&1�2. This proves that

EA;n
1�#0�c;n .

Let :n :=;1�#0
n >0. By almost-sure continuity of Y at e, and since

supn |Y(xn)&Y(e)| is integrable (Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 in [1]),
dominated convergence implies that ;n , and consequently :n , converge to
zero. Since EA:n�c:#0

n , this contradicts (25), and part (i) of this proof is
completed.

(ii) Proof that ``Y Ho� lder'' o (24). Let B$(x, ;) be the ball [ y # G :
$(x, y)<;]. For any probability measure m on G, define

#m(') :=sup
x # G

|
'

0 �log
1

m(B$(x, ;))
d;.

A measure m such that #m(�) is finite is called a majorizing measure for
Y. It turns out that for any bounded homogeneous Gaussian process, the
Haar measure is a majorizing measure (Theorem 4.4 in [1], which also
holds for non-abelian compact groups). A result of Talagrand (Corollary
4.7 in [1]) states that there is a universal constant K such that, for any a.s.
bounded Gaussian process Y with canonical metric $, the function K#m
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serves as an a.s. uniform modulus of continuity for Y relatively to $, if m
is a majorizing measure. This yields in our homogeneous situation that
there exists an almost-surely positive random number '0 such that if '<'0

sup
x, y: $(x, y)<'

|Y(x)&Y( y)|�K |
'

0
- log |B$(e, ;)|&1 d; :=K|(').

If we assume (24) holds, for fixed #<=, for : small enough, it follows that

sup
x, y: \(x, y)<:

|Y(x)&Y( y)|�K|(:#).

We now estimate | using (24) and Property (4) that for some constant
c1>0, |B\(e, r)|�c1 rd : for small enough ',

|(')�|
'

0
- log |B\(e, ;1�#)| d;

�|
'

0 �log \ c1

;d�#+ d;.

�c$ |
'�c"

0

- log ;� &1 d;� ,

where c$, c" are constants depending on c1 and d�#. We have the following
elementary inequality

|
'

0
- log a&1 da�'(- ?+- log '&1),

whose proof is left to the reader. This shows that |(')=o('1&%) for any
% # (0, 1), proving part (ii), and the proposition. K

It is remarkable to note that in the proof of (i), the notion of majorizing
measures is not needed. Such measures provide lower bounds (the
Fernique�Talagrand lower bound in Theorem 4.1 in [1]) which do go in
the direction of the second part of the proof of (i), but the much weaker
fact that E |N_ |=c_ for a Gaussian r.v. with variance _2 is the only quan-
titative ``lower bound'' we need.

5.2.3. Proof of ``Y Ho� lder'' O (f ). According to the last proposition, we
only need to show that (f ) holds under assumptions [G], [H], and the
assumption that for all #<=, if x is close enough to e, $(x, e)�\(x, e)#.
Under these two assumptions, we have the following:
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Lemma 5.7. If K is large enough,

:
? # G� K, '

r?d?�
L

K 2# ,

where L=mc&1
1 c&2#

2 (1&cos a)&1 and m, ', c1 , c2 , a are as in Assumption [G� ].

Proof. For i=1, ..., m, set _ i
K=& i

K |& i
K | &2. Then _ i

K is an element of T*
that can be identified with an element of T by usual techniques. Set then
xi

K=exp(_ i
K).

Since E[Y(x) Y(e)]=�? # G� r?/? , we have

$(x, e)2= :
? # G�

r?(d?&/?(x)).

Moreover, formula (6) yields for any x=exp _ in T,

d?&/?(x)= :
d?

k=1

[1&cos (+ (k)
? ; _)].

Let ? # G� K, ' . For each fixed i in [1, ..., m], let Ai, ? be the set of k's, given
in assumption [G� ], for which |(+ (k)

? ; & i
K) |>a |& i

K |2. Therefore for k # Ai, ? ,

|(+ (k)
? ; _ i

K) |>a.

Also, since |+ (k)
? |�(1+')K and |& i

K |�c2K we get

|(+ (k)
? ; _ i

K) |�(1+')K |& i
K | &1�

1+'
c2

<
?
2

.

Therefore

cos (+ (k)
? ; _ i

K) �cos a<1,

and using condition [G� ]

:
m

i=1

[d?&/?(x i
K)]� :

m

i=1

:
k # Ai, ?

[1&cos (+ (k)
? ; _ i

K)]

� :
m

i=1

(1&cos a) Card (Ai, ?)

�c1(1&cos a) d? .
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Using this and the fact that $(x, e)�\(x, e)# near e, we obtain that for K
large enough,

:
? # G� K, '

r?d?�
1

c1(1&cos a)
:

? # G� K, '

r? :
m

i=1

[d?&/?(x i
K)]

�
1

c1(1&cos a)
:
m

i=1

:
? # G�

[d?&/?(x i
K)]

=
1

c1(1&cos a)
:
m

i=1

$(e, x i
K)2

�
1

c1(1&cos a)
:
m

i=1

|_ i
K |&2#

�
m

c1c2#
2 (1&cos a) K2# .

and the lemma follows. K

Therefore we have proved that for K large enough,

:
|h? |�K

r? d?= :
�

l=0

:
K(1+') l�|h? |<K(1+') l+1

r?d?

�LK &2# :
�

l=0

(1+')&2#l=
M
K 2# ,

where M is a constant depending only on m, a, c, ', #. Now let [?m]�
m=0 be

a numbering of G� in order of increasing |h?m |. This is possible because the
maximal weights' moduli do not accumulate before infinity in a compact
Lie group. Therefore we have, for K=|h?n |,

:
�

m=n

r?m d?m�
M

|h?n |2#�
2M

(*?n)
#

since, by Proposition 2.4, *? and |h? |2 are equivalent when they tend to
infinity. This proposition also implies that *?n is increasing for large n.
Assumption [H] and the following lemma immediately yield condition (f ),
which finishes the proof of Theorem 5.2.

Lemma 5.8. Let fn and *n be positive numerical sequences. Assume that
* is increasing, and that there is a # # (0, 1) such that for all n large enough,

:
�

m=n

fm�*&#
n .
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Then, for all %<#, the series ��
m=0 fm+1*%

m converges.

Proof. It is convenient to introduce the following functions defined on
[0, �): f (x)= f[x] and *(x) is the function that is linear on each [n, n+1]
and coincides with *m for x=m. Since, by concavity of *(x)%, �n+1

n f (x+1)
*(x)% dx� f (n+1)[(*(n)+*(n+1))�2]%� f (n+1)(*(n))%, we also have

:
�

m=0

fm+1*%
m�|

�

0
f (x+1) *(x)% dx.

With the notation F(x)=�B
x f, we have by hypothesis, for integer n and

x # [n, n+1), F(x+1)�*(n+1)&#�*(x)&#. We get

|
B

A
f (x+1) *(x)% dx

=F(A+1) *(A)%+|
B

A
F(x+1) *$(x) *(x)%&1 dx

�*(A+1)&# *(A)%+|
B

A
*$(x) *(x)&1&(#&%) dx.

By the change of variable y=*(x) in the last integral on the intervals on
which * is strictly increasing, that integral can be written as a telescoping
sum which converges as B � �, proving the lemma. K

6. APPENDIX

We are going to prove here those results in our paper requiring some
knowledge of representation theory of Lie groups, that is, Remarks 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.5, and Propositions 5.3 and 5.4. We also include the proof of the
random Fourier structure Theorem 2.12. Let us recall first some basic nota-
tions of representation theory: for a compact and connex Lie group G with
maximal torus T having a Lie algebra T, we shall call D the dominant
chamber, P the lattice of weights, Q the lattice of roots and Q+ the lattice
of positive roots, all those objects being included in T*, the dual space of
T (see, e.g., [6, 10] for the exact definition of those notions). Set also
!= 1

2 �: # Q+ :. The Weyl dimension formula gives the dimension of an
irreducible representation in terms of its highest weight:

d?= `
: # Q+

(h?+!; :)
(!; :)

.
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6.1. Proof of Remark 3.3

For the abelian group S1, we have G� =Z, dn=1, and *n=n2. Therefore,
with qn=n1�2, we have �n qn(1+*n)&1<�, which means Q=�n qn/n is
in H. However, �n q2

n(1+*n)&1 diverges, which means Q is not in H&1 .
More generally, however, we can prove that H/H&2 in all cases as

follows. Order the elements of G� in the order of increasing q?d? �(1+*?).
Then for �n # N qndn �(1+*n)<� we must have qn=o((1+*n)�ndn) and
therefore q2

n�(1+*n)2=o(n&2d &2
n ), which is summable since dn is always

�1.

6.2. Proof of Remark 3.4

Let G be any non-abelian compact Lie group, so that all d? are greater
than 1. Weyl's dimension formula implies that d? is a polynomial in h?

of degree �1, which suggests that for some constant c, numbering h? , d?

and *? in order of increasing |h? |, we have dn�c |hn |. We assume this
inequality holds; it does in all classical examples. We also have *n�c$ |hn |2

for some constant c$, by Proposition 2.4. Therefore, for Q=� qn/n in H,

�>:
n

qndn

1+*n
�c" :

n

qn

|hn |

and thus, qn |hn |&1 is bounded.
To prove that Q is a measure, it is sufficient to show that it is finite on

all bounded functions. If f is bounded, it is in L2(G), and can be written
as �n � i, j f� n, i, j - dn ?i, j . Since �G ?~ k, l/?=0 unless ?~ =? and k=l, in
which case it equals d &1

? , we get

Q( f )= :
? # G�

:
d?

i=1

q?d &1�2
? f� ?, i, i .

Since f is bounded, f (e) is finite. Moreover, ?(e)=Id, so f (e)=�?, i f� ?, i, i

- d? <�. In the previous paragraph we showed that q?d &1
? is bounded.

Therefore q?d &1�2
? f� ?, i, i is summable, proving Q is a measure, as long as

dn�c |hn | holds.
We leave it to the reader to check that H/M((S1)d ) for d�2.

6.3. Proof of Remark 3.5

Assume that G is a group such that asymptotically, for |h? | numbered in
increasing order, dn�c |hn |2 for some constant c. Then for Q=�n qn/n in
H, by Proposition 2.4,

�>:
n

qndn(1+*n)&1�c :
n

qn .
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In particular, �n q2
n<�, which means Q is a function in L2(G).

It is worth mentioning that the mere fact that d? is a polynimial of
degree k�2 does not always imply that dn�c |hn |2. In the case of SO(4)
for example, we have k=2 but d? only of order |h? |.

6.4. Proof of Proposition 5.3

Condition [G] is trivially satisfied in the case of (S1)d, since each
irreducible representation is of dimension 1. We shall concentrate now on
the case of SO(2n) for n�1, the cases of SU(n) and SO(2n+1) being very
similar.

Let us verify that condition [G] is satisfied in the case of SO(2n). The
maximal torus T is then composed of all 2n_2n matrices that can be
divided in 2_2 blocks B1 , ..., Bn around the diagonal, with

Bi=\cos(%i)
sin(%i)

&sin(%i)
cos(%i) + .

The algebra T of the torus T can be identified then with Rn, and we shall
denote by %1 , ..., %n an element of T. Let (%1* , ..., %n*) be the canonical basis
of T*. The lattices Q, Q+, P and D are defined by (see, e.g., [6] for more
details): P=Zn and

Q={ :
n

i, j=1

ci, j (%i*\%j*); ci, j # Z=
Q+={ :

1�i< j�n

ci, j (%i*\% j*); ci, j # N=
D={{= :

n

i=1

ai %i*; ai # N, a1� } } } �an= .

For a given { # D, there is a unique ? # G� such that {=h? , and inversely,
each representation ? # G� is determined by an element { # D. It is known
that all the weights of ? which are also elements of D can be obtained from
{ descending along the lattice &Q+. If + # D is a weight of ?, denote by n+

the multiplicity of + as an eigenvalue of d?e . The Freudenthal multiplicity
formula (see, e.g., [10, Proposition 25.1, p. 416] gives an iterative formula,
starting from {, for the different values n+ ,

c(+) n+=2 :
: # Q+

:
k�1

(++k:; :) n++k: , (26)

with c(+)=|{+!|2&|++!|2.
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Notice that, starting from { # D, it is always possible to construct a
succession {0, ..., {n(n&1), such that

(1) {0={ and {i # D for every i # [1, ..., n(n&1)],

(2) {i={i&1&:i for an element :i # Q+, with : i {:j if i{ j.

Then, for i=[1, ..., n(n&1)], we have c({i )�- 2 n(n&1), and therefore,
according to (26),

n{ i�K1 ({ i&1; :i) n{i&1 ,

where K1=- 2�n(n&1). Using this iterative relation, and the fact that
d?�K2 >: # Q+ (1+({, :) ) for a constant K2>0, it is easily seen that

:
n(n&1)

i=1

n{ i�c1 d? ,

for a constant c1>0. Moreover, for any i # [1, ..., n(n&1)], we have |{i |�
|{|&- 2 n(n&1), and for any constant ! # (0, 1), if |{| is large enough, we
get |{i |�! |{|, which shows that condition [G] is satisfied.

As far as hypothesis [H] is concerned, it is known that if [h(n)]�
n=0

is a numbering of [ |h? |]? # G� in order of increasing value, then h(n) is a
function of n with polynomial growth, which gives the boundedness of
[h(n+1)�h(n)]�

n=1 .

6.5. Proof of Proposition 5.4

We shall prove here that condition [G� ] is implied by condition [G].
Consider a constant ` # (0, 1) and the set P` of weights { of the representa-
tions ? # G� K, ' such that { # D and (1&`)K�|{|�(1+')K. The chamber
D can be split into m disjoint subsets D1 , ..., Dm such that, for any
i=1, ..., m,

(i) P` & Di is not empty.

(ii) For any pair of vectors (v1 , v2) # D2
i , we have (v1 ; v2)�} |v1 | |v2 |,

for a fixed constant } # (0, 1) (in fact this can be done for any region of the
vector space T, splitting for example by a finite number of hyperplanes).
Pick a certain representative &i

K of the sub-lattice P` & Di . By definition, for
any { # P` , we have, for a i # [1, ..., m],

|({, & i
K) |�} |{| |& i

K |�}
1&`
1+'

|& i
K |2.
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Hence, setting a=}(1&`�1+'), we get, for any ? # G� K, ' ,

Card[k: k=1, ..., d? ; _1�i�m s.t. |(+k
? ; & i

K) |>a |& i
K |2]

�Card[k: k=1, ..., d? ; +k
? # P` ].

But using assumption [G], and since the global geometric distribution of
the weights +k

? of any ? # G� is obtained with a finite number of symmetries
with respect to the boundaries of the Weyl chambers, we have

Card[k: k=1, ..., d? ; +k
? # P` ]�c1 |d? |,

which ends the proof.

6.6. Proof of Theorem 18 and Corollaries 2.13 and 2.14

(iii) O (ii). The fact that under condition (iii), W is real valued, is easily
established using the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 2.14 (see
below). Then, condition (ii) is a consequence of the following calculation,
which uses the fact that each ? in G� is a representation, so that ?(x) ?( y)T

=?(xy&1):

E[W(,) W(�)]= :
? # G�

q?||
G2

,(x) �( y) :
d?

k, l=1

?k, l (x) ?k, l ( y) dx dy

= :
? # G�

q? ||
G 2

,(x) �( y) :
d?

k, l=1

?k, l (x) ? l, k( y&1) dx dy

= :
? # G�

q? ||
G 2

,(x) �( y) :
d?

k=1

?k, k(xy&1) dx dy

= :
? # G�

q? ||
G 2

,(x) �( y) /?(xy&1) dx dy

= :
? # G�

q? ||
G 2

,(zy) �( y) /?(z) dy dz

= :
? # G�

q? |
G

[, V �8 ](z) /?(z) dz.

(ii) O (i). For this implication, we only need to check that the Q�
defined by (13) is indeed finite on all test functions in Hp , which is trivial
by the integrability of the coefficients q? .

(i) O (iii). Note that by compactness, the constant functions are
in Hp ; they are the functions whose coefficients f? in Proposition 2.8 are
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all zero except the one corresponding to the trivial representation ?#1.
Therefore, since W is defined on all of Hp ,

|Q(,)|=|Q(, V 1)|

=|E[W(,) W(1)]|�E1�2[|W(,)|2] E1�2[|W(1)|2]<�.

which proves that Q is in H&p . Thus Q has a representation as in Proposi-
tion 2.8,

Q( } )= :
? # G�

:
d?

i, j=1

q?, i, jd1�2
? ? i, j ( } ),

with

:
? # G�

:
d?

i, j=1

q2
?, i, j (1+*?)&p<�. (27)

By assumption, W is real valued. Therefore, W� (,)=W(,� ). Using this fact
and a calculation similar to that of the proof of (iii) O (ii), one then checks
that q?, k, k=d1�2

? E |W(d??k, l)|2�0.
We now consider the Gaussian family of complex variables B?

k, l :=
W(d1�2

? ?k, l). We can compute

EB?
k, l B?

k$, l$= :
_ # G�

:
d_

i, j=1

q_, i, jd1�2
_ | _i, j (zx&1) d1�2

? d1�2
?$ ?� k, l (z) ?$k$, l$(x) dx dz

= :
_ # G�

:
d_

i, j, m=1

q_, i, jd1�2
_

_| _ i, m(z) d1�2
? ?� k, l (z) dz | _� j, m(x) d1�2

?$ ?$k$, l$(x) dx

=q?, k, k$ d &1�2
? $l, l$$?, ?$ .

Call B� the same family corresponding to W� =W( } b ( } )&1). A similar
computation shows that B� satisfies

EB� ?
k, l B� ?

k$, l$=q?, l, l$ $k, k$d &1�2
? $?, ?$ .

Therefore, since by assumption W and W� have the same distribution, we
get that q?, k, l=0 unless k=l, and for all k, l, q?, k, k=q?, l, l . We call s? this
common value.

We can calculate the covariances of the real and imaginary parts of B?
k, l .

We will use the Schur orthogonality relations, which imply that the com-
ponents of non equilavent ?, ?� in G� are orthogonal in L2(G), and that
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[d1�2
? ?k, l : k, l=1, ..., d?] is an orthonormal set. We will show how to

calculate E[RB?
k, lRB?$

k$, l$] when neither ? nor ?$ are real-valued. The other
calculations are similar.

Since W is real-valued, RB?
k, l=W(Rd 1�2

? ?k, l). Thus

E[RB?
k, lRB?$

k$, l$]= 1
4 EW(d1�2

? ?k, l) W(d1�2
?$ ?$k$, l$)

+1
4EW� (d1�2

? ?k, l) W� (d1�2
?$ ?$k$, l$)

+1
4EW(d1�2

? ?k, l) W(d1�2
?$ ?$k$, l$ )

+1
4 EW� (d1�2

? ?k, l) W� (d1�2
?$ ?� $k$, l$). (28)

Now calculate

EW(d1�2
? ?k, l) W(d1�2

?$ ?$k$, l$)

=d1�2
? d1�2

?$ Q(?k, l V ?� $k$, l$)

=d1�2
? d1�2

?$ Q \ :
d?

j=1
| ?k, j ( } ) ?j, l ( y) ?$k$, l$( y) dy+

=Q(?k, j) $ j, k$$ l, l$$[?], [?$]

=d &1�2
? s?$k, k$$ l, l$$[?], [?$] .

This shows that if ? is not equivalent to ?$ or ?$, all terms in (28) drop out,
while if ?$&?� , the first two terms add up 2&1d &1�2

? s? and the last two are
still zero, and if ?$&?, the last two terms ad up to 2&1d &1�2

? s? and the first
two are zero.

This proves that, modulo the trivial fact that B?
k, l=B?�

k, l and B?
k, l=

&B?�
k, l , the family [RB?

k, l , IB?
k, l ; ? # G� ; k, l=1, ..., d?] is formed of inde-

pendent real centered Gaussian variables, with variances d &1�2
? s? and zero

when ?&?� , and variances 2&1d &1�2
? s? and 2&1d &1�2

? s? otherwise. It is now
easy to check that W can be written as

W(,)= :
? # G�

:
d?

i, j=1

d1�2
? ?i, j (,) B?

i, j ;

indeed call X(,) the right-hand side; then a direct computation shows that
E |W(,)|2=EW(,) X(,). If we rewrite d1�2

? B?
i, j as (d1�2

? s?)1�2 W ?
i, j , the

previous computation shows that modulo the fact that W ?�
i, j=W ?

i, j ,
[W ?

i, j : ? # G� , i, j=1, ..., d?] is a family of independent standard Gaussian
variable which are real when ?&?� and complex otherwise. (Such variables
are of the form x+iy where x and y are independent real centered
Gaussian variables with variances 1 and 0, or 1�2 and 1�2.)
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Finally, it is easy to check that the class of elements of H&p that is iden-
tified in equation (13) coincides with the subspace of positive and central
generalized functions as defined above. This shows that (ii) � (iv), and
finishes the proof of Theorem 2.12.

Corollary 2.13 is obvious. Corollary 2.14 can be proved as follows.
From formula (14) and the above calculations we obtain, setting N0=
�? # G� 0

- q? �d?
k, l=1 W ?

k, l � ?k, l,,

W(,)= :
? # G� 1

- q? :
d?

k, l=1
\W ?

k, l | ?k, l ,+W ?
k, l | ?k, l,++N0

= :
? # G� 1

- q? :
d?

k, l=1
\2RW ?

k, l | R?k, l,&2IW ?
k, l | I?k, l,++N0

= :
? # G� 1

- q? :
d?

k, l=1
\U ?

k, l | R?k, l,+V ?
k, l | Ik, l,++N0 ,

where, by the independence properties of the families RW and IW, the
families U and V are as prescribed in the corollary, finishing its proof.
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